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Dear Editor,

Enclosed please find our manuscript entitled “Inability to Achieve a Therapeutic Dose of Tacrolimus in a Pediatric Stem Cell Transplant Patient due to Generic Substitution” by Ashraf G. Madian, Arun Panigrahi, Minoli A. Perera and Navin Pinto. We would like to have this manuscript considered for publication in BMC Pharmacology and Toxicology under “Case reports”. This manuscript reports the case of a pediatric patient having an inability to achieve a therapeutic trough level for tacrolimus after conversion from brand name to the generic formulation.

Our manuscript has not been submitted to any other journal for publication.

Changes made to the manuscript:
1- Title Page: email addresses of all authors were added
2- Line numbering was added
3- The figure legend was moved after the references
4- Table was moved after the figure legend

Thank you very much for your time and consideration. If there is any further information necessary, please feel free to contact me at any time.

Sincerely,

Navin Pinto, MD